Wealth AttractionTM I.Q. Quiz Summary
Congratulations on completing the Wealth AttractionTM I.Q. quiz!
By completing the quiz you have demonstrated that you are a person intrigued
in bettering yourself. Not interested in settling in life. Am I right?
So - How did you do?
Were you surprised by the results?
Life is about choices. Every day we are making decisions that affect our lives.
The actions we decide to take are ultimately driven by our belief systems.
Let me ask - Where does your current belief systems come from? Most would
say – parents, teachers, & friends. Ask yourself “How good were those people
as role models in living the life of abundance – manifesting the life of their
dreams?”
I’m not sure if you can relate to my story, but I was raised in a tiny city in the
Midwest – Cudahy, WI. My father was a police officer and my mother was a
cashier in a local grocery store. They were hard working, responsible parents
that did the best they could to provide for my brothers and I. I was not raised
with money. We were totally middle class.
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Growing up, when people talked about wealth, I imagined big houses and
fancy cars. I believed wealth was what rich people enjoyed but never really
believed I would ever enjoy such luxuries.
My parents instilled in me and my brothers that we needed to go to school,
and get good grades, so we could come out and get a good job. If we did that,
we would enjoy a good life with a steady income that we could rely on.
As I was growing up, I heard a lot statements that were in the quiz – and I
went through many years of my life believing them; until I changed my circle
of influence and was subjected to a different point of view. Adopting these
different points of view opened up doors that I would have never thought
would have been available for me.
I went on to create an amazingly successful life for myself financially. I had a
career I loved, thriving businesses, and investments. I was living in a big
beautiful custom home and driving an exotic car when life “hit me”. Most
would think I would be feeling “on top of the world” but I wasn’t. If I gave
myself a chance to slow down long enough, I would have had to admit “I was
actually sad”.
Making money, and doing deals became an obsession for me. Looking back,
you could say it was my drug of choice. Just like an addict, I was chasing my
next high thinking the next deal would bring me happiness.
Although I was doing very well financially, I was exhausted from an
overloaded schedule and my thinking was foggy. I found myself in
dysfunctional relationship after dysfunctional relationship because they were
the only men that “stuck around” because of my crazy work schedule. I
weighed more than ever. I would stand in front of the mirror and wonder
“Where did my fit body go?” I had been a fitness model in my younger years
and even competed in the Mrs. America Pageant. My physical appearance had
always been important to me and now I found myself making excuses that it
was my age or the busy life style I had and eating out in restaurants all the
time.
Truth of the matter was my life was spiraling out of control! I needed to pull it
back together and I did even better.
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That is when I redefined wealth for me. I now believe wealth is when you can
do what you want, when you want, with whom you want; while keeping life in
balance – mind, body and spirit.
I’ve gone on to create the Wealth Attraction Academy where I help others do
the same. Now I choose to live my life by design. I’ve been able to share my
experience with others and they too are now manifesting the lives of their
dreams with more wealth, health and happiness.
It all begins with changing your beliefs.
Let’s take a look at the statements from the quiz. For some, I will challenge
you to be open minded to seeing them in a new way.
1. I believe I should go to school, get good grades, so I can get a good job to
secure my financial security.
True or False
Financial security is better than job security. In today’s economy, many well
educated, talented individuals are finding themselves unemployed and unable
to find a new job. I encourage everyone to build a back up plan for themselves
aside from their employers. Wealthy people have multiple streams of income.
2. I believe it takes “hard work” to build wealth.

True or False

I have observed most people try to muscle their way through life. Life is not
meant to be a struggle. I have found that when my efforts are in alignment
with my life purpose and I am acting in integrity, my life unfolds gracefully
and abundantly.
3. I believe wealthy people are debt free.

True or False

Most rich people have lots of debt. They understand the difference between
“good debt” and “bad debt”. Good debt puts money in their pockets. Bad debt
takes money out of your pocket. Wealthy people understand how to
responsibly leverage themselves to acquire assets not liabilities.
4. I believe I need to accept the extra weight I am carrying as a natural part
of aging. True or False
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Losing weight is simple. Unless you have a medical issue preventing you from
losing weight, if you take in less calories than you burn you will lose weight.
Losing weight is not easy. We are often times tempted by the cookies in the
cookie jar, or unable to resist that dessert.
5. I believe I should buy a house, live in it, and focus on paying it off to build
wealth. True or False
While most of us heard growing up that a house was an asset, it actually is
your bank’s asset. It’s a liability to you. If you were to work to pay it off, you
would be tying up your cash. Having a paid for “free and clear” 100K house
puts you at risk. If you ever needed cash from it, you would be at the mercy of
whether the lenders would give you a loan against it or if the market would
allow you to sell it.
6. I believe by creating a vision board I will attract wealth.

True or False

Creating a vision board is simply one step in attracting wealth. Vision must be
followed up with a clear plan of action.

7. I don’t believe in using credit cards except in case of emergency.
or False

True

Unfortunately, growing up, many of us were never taught how to use credit
cards properly. Many found themselves in a bad place by misusing them and
have pledged to never use them again. Investors know how to use credit
cards wisely. They see them as other people’s money, or OPM, and they use
them when they see that they can get a return on the investment, or ROI.
8. I believe there is too much risk involved in investing.

True or False

Nothing of value comes easy in life. Investing is risky when you don’t know
what you are doing. It’s simply amazing to me to see how programmed our
society has become to invest in a traditional education system; both time and
finances; to come out and accept a job that will never pay you your true worth.
Investing in a financial education limits your risk and opens up a new world of
opportunities.
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9. I believe a woman needs to marry a rich man to have wealth because “the
man” is the breadwinner. True or False
The best relationships are when two independent individuals interconnect.
Women are just as capable of creating wealth as men.
10. I believe there is too much competition in owning a business or building
wealth. True or False
Being concerned about competition is scarcity mentality. If you want to create
wealth in your life you must develop an abundant mentality. There is no
reason why you can’t have it all. There is more than enough for all of us. And
you are worthy of the success and lifestyle wealth will bring to you – manifest
the life of your dreams NOW!!

What’s Your Next Step?...
If you are sick and tired of feeling sick and tired about staying the same place
in your life and you’re ready to take your life to the next level, e-mail me at
annmarie@wealthattractionacademy.com for a complimentary discovery
session to see if we might be a good match to work together.
Thanks for completing the quiz and the summary. Have a great day.
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